0. THE BEGINNING

Initiation

An inspired spark has initiated a new action. The path of your dreams and desires will reveal itself with each step you take.

Description
A goddess bathed in sun, moon and rainbow light, emerges from a lotus in a celebration of rebirth. The lotus flower embodies the eternal love from which all life originates. The goddess personifies the spark that inspires new creation. She surfaces unclothed in the innocence of birth, before the layers of judgment and belief shroud her in compromise. The colour orange symbolises the creative process, yellow is empowerment and purple is the colour of transformation.

Meaning
*The Beginning* announces something new. You have been asking for change and here it is. It is time to expand your inner and outer horizons. You are about to experience new loves and ideas as you seek the unique path that feels right for you. The first step is often the hardest, yet every great journey begins with just one step. Take a breath, know all is well and stride into a new world of possibilities. If you have been waiting for a sign from the Universe, then this is it.

Rider Waite Correlation
The Fool – spirit, frivolity, folly, enthusiasm
1. THE MAGICIAN

Impulse

*Your energy draws knowledge and experience towards you. Choose what feels good and leave the rest on the path.*

**Description**

*The Magician* wants to share a secret. Magic is not created out of thin air without explanation. Life filters towards you, through your beliefs and faiths. Tune into and enlarge the places in your heart that are ready to accept loving, healing and supportive experiences into your world. Blue, the colour of truth, blossoms with the questions of this magical goddess, “Who am I, where am I going and what should I do?” She readies herself for receiving and, like butterflies, her answers mysteriously arrive in her heart and mind as realisation.

**Meaning**

*The Magician* reveals that what you seek is seeking you. The Universe feels your energy and impulses, and brings evidence of this to you. We sometimes call these synchronicities, fate or destiny. However, all comes to you as a gift of choice. You are able to transform any circumstance. Your quest may take you into formal or spiritual study. You may be prompted to read a book, seek a teacher or reflect on your life to learn from your experiences. Whatever is happening in your daily life, you can respond with the transformative tool of love.

**Rider Waite Correlation**
The Magician – willpower, skill, flexibility, strategy
2. THE HIGH PRIESTESS

Intuition

Deep within, a sacred place awaits your recognition. Shift your awareness inward and feel the wisdom of your heart.

Description

The High Priestess closes her eyes and retreats to her inner visions and wisdom. Her throat, heart and higher heart open up to become a magical tunnel where she can float towards love. This tunnel moves her beyond time and space to a sacred place. In this sanctuary, she connects to and feels her wise inner being. Intuition and instinct reveal mysteries and secrets. In this wonderful space, she can safely experience the truth of who she is. Close your eyes and breathe. Ask The High Priestess to be your guide as you move to your sacred place of love and wisdom. Feel your truth and when you are ready, open your eyes.

Meaning

The High Priestess knows you are ready to explore your inner realms. You are being asked to look beyond the obvious and superficial, and into the heart of a matter. You are vast, full of potential and unlimited possibilities. Trust your intuition, your inner voice and your instincts as you learn to meditate and stretch your psychic muscles. This may also be a time for stillness. Quiet your mind so you can hear the wise counsel of your inner voice. There are unseen forces at work, orchestrating the whole Universe to bring intense and beautiful experiences into your life.

Rider Waite Correlation

The High Priestess – secret knowledge, serenity, foresight, objectivity
3. THE EMPRESS

Mother

The divine feminine wants you to know how much you are loved so you can nurture your vibrational reality. This is the garden of your dreams and desires. Cherish them to fruition.

Description
The Empress creates seeds of potential as depicted here by the butterflies. Sometimes the caterpillar forgets its destiny is to become a butterfly. We have so many possibilities stirring within us. It is up to us to nurture our potential to its full strength. The feminine mothering principle is the gateway through which the vibration of love becomes physical life. We are co-creators in this dance of creation. Just like the pink flower of unconditional love, we are the cells in the body of The Empress, an essential part of this blossoming Universe. Let your heart open to this truth and flourish with purpose.

Meaning
The Empress initiates creative, practical growth because you are ready to nurture, heal and open your heart. When you live your life protecting your heart, by trying to control conditions, you block your ability to receive. You are the mother of all you create. Combine your heart and mind so that intuitive wisdom can flow. You can create anything, not because you need it, but because it is your purpose to create. The Empress brings abundance. The more you nourish yourself, the more you have to give. This card indicates an actual or symbolic marriage or birth.

Rider Waite Correlation
The Empress – fertility, feminine influence and progression, initiative, practicality
4. THE EMPEROR

Father

*The divine masculine pulses through your thoughts and daydreams. Plans and desires solidify through knowledge and inspired action.*

**Description**

*The Emperor* guides potential energy into reality through inspired action. This process is symbolised by the loving-pink and empowering-gold star of conception. As he closes his eyes, *The Emperor* connects to the honesty and love of all. His living light flows comfortably and confidently through the seeds of creation to awaken their energy. He is at one with the G.O.D. principle (Grand Organising Design) and is a protector who leads you to truth and makes things happen.

**Meaning**

*The Emperor* embodies an intelligent design where all people, experiences and situations have their place and purpose. Consider all the areas of your life and re-evaluate any part that may not be working. You can be your own father by respecting your ideas and protecting your goals as you find a way for them to manifest. Recognise your inner strength, be a leader of your thoughts and provide a foundation for your emotions. Stand your ground, regain your self-respect, pick yourself up and dust yourself off. This is not a time to force against or try to control. This is a time to focus on your desires and allow inspired action to pour through your being.

**Rider Waite Correlation**

The Emperor – intelligence, stability, protection, masculine influence, confidence
5. THE TEACHER

Clarity

When the student is ready, the teacher appears in a form you will learn from. The answers you seek are finding you.

Description

The Teacher is awakening. Her third eye sees and teaches the true nature of inner wisdom. The energy of Indian Saint, Sri Anandamayi Ma, flows through this image. She reminds us to unlearn all we have learnt so we can feel a direct connection to the teacher within. Like Socrates, she did not write anything down, but inspired those she encountered to know themselves, to be self-realised, in order to set themselves and all others free. She pointed people in the direction of their heart so they could create their own unique path, while also stating, “All paths are my paths,” and “I have no particular path.”

Meaning

The Teacher asks you to focus on your values. What is most important to you? What is it that you do that no person or any alarm clock has to motivate you to do? The Teacher’s ability resides within every one of us and this card gives you the tools to travel where she has already explored. She holds the keys to transformation and points you towards your answers. Your questions are pulling a physical or symbolic teacher towards you. This teacher will unlock doors and invite you within to explore the mysteries.

Rider Waite Correlation

The Hierophant – conformity, alliance, servitude, timidity